Effects of hard planar walls with a particle scale roughness on the spatial correlations of nonaffine strain in amorphous solids are investigated via molecular dynamics simulations. When determined within layers parallel to the wall plane, normalized non-affine strain correlations are enhanced within layers closer to the wall. The amplitude of these correlations, on the other hand, is found to be suppressed by the wall. While the former is connected to the effects of a hard boundary on the continuum mechanics scale, the latter is attributed to molecular scale wall effects on the size of the region (nearest neighbor cage), explored by particles on intermediate times scales.
Introduction. -The nature of plasticity in amorphous solids has been the subject of intense research in recent years [1, 2] . Unlike crystalline materials which yield upon loading along well defined glide planes, the lack of long range order makes the prediction of the plastic deformation in amorphous materials a challenging task. A promising research direction has been the study of spatio-temporal behavior of irreversible particle rearrangements [3] [4] [5] . The energy accumulation by the loading, beyond the yielding strain, is frequently interrupted by sudden drops due to the localized plastic rearrangements [5] [6] [7] [8] . These irreversible structural changes, on the other hand, are often preceded by localization of non-affine deformation [9, 10] .
In close connection with these observations, there is growing agreement on the role of elasticity for mediating correlations of fluctuations in amorphous solids [1, [11] [12] [13] . As suggested by Argon in his seminar paper [1] , the strain associated with a plastic event generates, much in the same way as in the Eshelby's inclusion problem [14] , a long-range elastic strain field in the surrounding medium. Due to the heterogeneity of local elastic properties [2] , this may give rise to significant strain fluctuations far from the original event.
In view of the close connection between local no-affine strain and plastic activity, a study of spatial correlations of non-affine strain may provide useful information on the underlying mechanisms of mechanical deformation in amorphous solids. Important contributions have been made by experiments and computer simulations, revealing avalanche-like plastic re-(a) Corresponding author: fathollah.varnik@rub.de sponse [3, 15, 16] and long-range spatial correlations between elementary plastic events [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently, non-equilibrium mode-coupling theory [24] has been extended to study spatiotemporal correlations of non-affine strain [25] , providing a theoretical basis for the newly observed Eshelby-type strain correlations in supercooled liquids [26] .
While most of these studies have focused on the mechanical response in the bulk, effects arising from boundaries have found less attention [11, 27] . However, in the past twenty years, it has been well established that confining walls may have a significant effect on the dynamics of glass formers [28] . Both experiments and numerical simulations have shown that, while smooth walls enhance the dynamics of structural relaxation [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , the relaxation time increases by orders of magnitude in the vicinity of substrates with a roughness on the length scale of a particle diameter [28, [34] [35] [36] . Moreover, when viewed from the perspective of continuum elasticity, a hard wall may significantly alter the response of a solid medium to a locally imposed strain. This change of the elastic propagator, would then imply that the effect of a relaxation event on triggering further events is influenced by a hard wall.
In this letter, we address this issue via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of a model glass in three dimensions. The main focus of the work is on the effect of walls on spatial correlations of non-affine strain under steady shear. Strain-strain correlations are evaluated within thin layers parallel to the walls. It is found that the wall enhances spatial correlations of non-affine deformation within the planes close to the wall. Away from the wall, the decay occurs faster, approaching the bulk behav- ior. This observation is corroborated by continuum mechanics (CM) results for the strain field around a pre-sheared spherical inclusion, placed in a homogeneous and isotropic solid, at various distances from a hard wall. MD studies of this inclusion problem support further the close connection between correlations of non-affine strain and continuum level response. Interestingly, the continuum scale enhancement of correlations is accompanied by a dramatic suppression of the strain amplitude, the latter attributed to molecular scale effects.
Method. -
Model. For the MD part of this study, we use the well known Kob-Andersen binary (80:20) Lennard-Jones glass [37] at a total density of ρ = ρ A + ρ B = 1.2. At this number density, the mode coupling critical temperature (a measure of the proximity to the glass transition) of the model is T c = 0.435 [38] . A and B particles in the model interact via U LJ (r) = 4 αβ [(d αβ /r) 12 − (d αβ /r) 6 ], with α, β = A, B, AB = 1.5 AA ,
In order to enhance computational efficiency, the potential is truncated at twice the minimum position of the LJ potential, r c,αβ = 2.245d αβ . The parameters AA , d AA and m A define the units of energy, length and mass, respectively. The unit of time is a combination of these units, τ LJ = d AA m A / AA . Unless otherwise stated, the simulation box is a cube of length L = 100, containing 1.2×10 6 particles. All the simulations reported here are performed using LAMMPS [39] with a discrete time step of dt = 0.005.
The model has been investigated in previous works, addressing various issues such as non-Newtonian rheology [40, 41] , heterogeneous plastic deformation and flow [5, 42] and structural relaxation under shear [40, 43] .
Sample preparation. Five statistically independent samples are prepared by equilibrating the system at a high temperature of T = 1 (liquid state) and then quenching to a temperature of T = 0.2 (glassy state). The system is then aged for t w = 4 × 10 4 τ LJ . This ensures that the structural relaxation time in the glassy state obeys τ relax ≥ 10 4 τ LJ [7] . This time is large compared to the time intervals of interest here. Thus, the samples prepared at T = 0.2 are expected to behave like an amorphous solid for all the quantities of interest in this study.
Imposing shear. Shear is imposed in the xz-plane by moving two planar and parallel walls with a relative velocity of 2U wall . Given the separation, L z , between the walls, this defines the overall shear rateγ = 2U wall /L z . The walls are prepared by freezing two layers of particles on the bottom and upper parts of the simulation cell, each with a thickness of three particle diameters. This is larger than the present cutoff range of the LJ potential, so that LJ-particles on both sides of a layer do not interact with each other. Wall particles in the present set of simulations have no thermal motion but move all together with a constant velocity of ±U wall along the x-direction.
Strain correlations under steady shear. -In order to access correlations of non-affine strain, we start with particle trajectories, r i (t) (i is the particle index), and the corresponding displacement vectors over the time interval δt, u i (δt) = The position z = 0 corresponds to the midway between the walls. For each ε xz indicated in the plot, the corresponding u x (z) is evaluated in a strain interval of 1%, from ε xz to ε xz +1%. As can be seen from this plot, at such a short strain interval, the displacement profile is essentially linear. The inset shows a snapshot of the simulation cell with A and B particles shown in red and blue colors, respectively. The system is deformed by the relative motion of the solid walls (gold color) with the velocity ±U wall .
We note that the time t is irrelevant here due to the steady shear condition (average over t helps to improve statistical accuracy, though). For a layer of thickness ∆z with centre at z, the non-affine part of the displacement vector is obtained by subtracting the contribution of the globally imposed (affine) deformation via u n.a. (r i , δt) = u i − u layer (z).
Here, u layer (z) is the average displacement vector of all the particles within that layer (i.e., with z i satisfying z − ∆z/2 ≤ z i ≤ z + ∆z/2). In order to reduce the statistical noise, the thus defined non-affine displacement field is averaged over a length scale, w, usually of the order of the nearest neighbor distance. This coarse-graining process is performed via
. Here, r = ||r|| = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 is the magnitude of the three dimensional vector r, meaning that the averaging is performed within a sphere of radius ∼ w.
In the following, we will drop the argument δt but will keep in mind that the displacement field and all the quantities derived from it are obtained within a finite time interval, δt. Using the thus defined coarse-grained non-affine displacement field, the corresponding strain field and its spatial correlation are obtained as ε n.a. (r) = (∇u CG (r) + (∇u CG (r)) T )/2, and C εxz (r) = ε n.a. xz (r + r 0 )ε n.a. xz (r 0 ) . We have evaluated the gradients of the coarse-grained deformation field, u CG (r), both via finite differencing and by invoking gradients of φ. Essentially the same results are obtained within both approaches. Here we report the data using the second approach. We have also examined via comparisons with non-coarse-grained data that the use of coarse-graining procedure does not bias the spatial de- Fig. 2 : Normalized correlations of non-affine shear strain, C εxz (r , z)/C εxz (0, z), versus distance, r = x 2 + y 2 , between two rearrangement events. C εxz is evaluated within thin parallel layers with a thickness equal to one particle diameter. The coordinate z w gives the wall position and z w − z the distance of the layer's centre to the wall. The curves give C εxz after integration over the polar angle within the xy-plane. An enhancement of the normalized correlations (a slower decay) within layers closer to the wall is clearly visible. Moreover, the correlation function within a layer away from the wall approaches 1/r 3 decay for large r (dashed line). The color maps on the right show the non-affine strain correlations within the xz-plane, highlighting the broken symmetry close to the wall (upper image) and the 4-fold symmetry far away from it (lower image). pendence of the correlation function but only reduces the noise level (not shown).
The strain field and the spatial correlations thereof are calculated in the steady state, after neglecting the first 100% strain. Unless otherwise stated, the time interval, δt, for the evaluation of displacements corresponds to 1% strain. Figure 2 illustrates the thus computed correlations of non-affine shear strain. C εxz has been evaluated within thin layers parallel to the wall (xyplane). The layer thickness is equal to one particle diameter.
Since each layer has a well-defined distance, z, from the wall, one can examine whether and how the strain correlation function changes with distance to the wall. In order to improve statistical accuracy for a quantitative survey, the correlation function is averaged over the polar angle within each layer. The result is shown in the main plot in Fig. 2 . As seen from this data, the normalized strain correlations, C εxz (r , z)/C εxz (0, z), decay more slowly within layers closer to the wall (r stands for the distance between two events within the same xy-plane, r = x 2 + y 2 ). Hence, the presence of a hard solid wall enhances the mutual influence of local relaxation events at two distant points. Taking this analogy to the continuum mechanics level, this would mean that the elastic propagator, which connects any two rearrangement events in the system is enhanced in the presence of a hard wall. This interpretation is supported by the results presented in the next section.
Pre-sheared inclusion close to a wall. -The effect wall on elastic propagator is addressed on the continuum scale level. For this purpose, spectral solver of our house-made software OpenPhase (www.openphase.de) is used for numerical solution of the continuum mechanics equations. Since the spectral solver uses fast Fourier transform to solve the equations of elasticity, it requires periodic boundaries in all spatial directions. This is accounted for by a periodic system consisting of two elastic domains, (i) a first domain, with an elastic modulus of E 1 = 70 × 10 9 Pascal and a Poisson ratio of ν = 0.25, where we embed a strained inclusion of radius a in a medium of size L ≈ 25a with the same properties as the matrix and (ii) a second domain with orders of magnitude higher elastic modulus (E 2 = 100E 1 ) and the same Poisson ratio to mimic a hard wall (study of the ratio of the two elastic moduli is also performed to make sure the result is independent of this ratio, not shown here). The periodic image of the upper wall acts as a hard lower boundary. The equation of mechanical equilibrium, ∇ · σ = 0, where σ is the stress tensor, is solved for an initial strain of * xz = 0.01 in the inclusion and zero elsewhere. Results of these continuum scale calculations are shown in Fig. 3 and reveal, in a way similar to correlations of non-affine strain, an enhancement of the strain field around an inclusion at closer distances to the wall. The close connection between local relaxation events in amorphous solids and the embedded inclusion problem [14] has proved to be quite useful in interpreting spatial strain correlations in the bulk (see, e.g., [45] [46] [47] and references therein). Results presented here clearly underline that this analogy persists in the presence of hard boundaries. We remark that an enhancement of the propagator by a hard wall can be also inferred from [27] but the connection to correlations of local strain fluctuations has not been explored there. Moreover, p-3 the problem considered here is three dimensional, whereas the solution provided in [27] addresses the two dimensional case.
For a quantitative comparison of the results for the inclusion problem and the correlation of strain fluctuations, one must first specify the size of a rearranging region which would play the role of an "inclusion". This is expected to be comparable to the size of the cage around a reference particle but its exact numerical value is unknown. As shown in Fig. 4 , we find that a value of a eff ≈ 1.6d AA yields a good agreement between the thus rescaled non-affine strain correlations and the CM result for the strain field around a pre-sheared spherical inclusion both in the proximity of a hard wall as well as in the bulk. In this latter case, analytic solution of the Eshelby inclusion problem is available and supports the validity of the numerical results. Noteworthy, the curve in Fig. 2 corresponding to z = 0.5d AA ≈ 0.3a eff has no analog in CM calculations, where the center of inclusion cannot come closer to the wall than its radius.
To validate the continuum scale result in the proximity of the wall, the inclusion problem is solved also via MD simulations by applying the procedure described in [48] . As shown in Fig. 4 , results of these simulations support the validity of the CM data both close to and away from the wall.
Strain amplitude. -In addition to the spatial correlations of non-affine strain, walls may also have strong influence on the strength of single rearrangement events. Indeed, previous studies of diffusion and structural relaxation both in equilibrium [28, 32, [34] [35] [36] and under shear [49] show that rough walls do in general slow down the rearrangement dynamics. One can thus expect a decrease of the strain amplitude in the proximity of the wall. This expectation is born out by the results shown in Fig. 5a , where the layer-resolved mean squared non-affine strain, ε 2 xz ≡ C εxz (0, z), is shown versus the layer-distance from the wall. The data is normalized with respect to the bulk behavior thus directly revealing wall effects. It is clearly seen that the strain amplitude is suppressed in the vicinity of the wall. Interestingly, however, a plot of the normalized layerresolved shear-induced diffusion coefficient, D(z)/D bulk , reveals that wall effects on single particle diffusion are "delayed" by a distance of the order of a few particle diameters.
We have examined the layer-resolved structural relaxation time and observe the same trend (not shown). This dissimilarity is resolved by realizing that, in contrast to diffusion coefficient, which reflects the particle dynamics on long time scales, where structural relaxation has taken place completely, the nonaffine strain is evaluated within a time interval of δt = 100, corresponding to 1% strain (recall that the globally imposed shear rate isγ = 10 −4 ). A survey of the layer-resolved mean squared displacements, MSD (δt) = (r (t + δt) − r (t)) 2 (Fig. 5b) reveals that, at such a time scale, particles are trapped in their nearest neighbor cage and explore a region, whose size decreases closer to the wall. This connection between the single particle dynamic on intermediate times and the non-affine strain amplitude is underlined in Fig. 5a , where MSD (δt = 100), normalized by the reference bulk value, is shown versus distance from the wall. . The CM data are plotted versus the normalized distance x/a (a is the inclusion radius) from the center of inclusion. The correlation function is plotted versus r /a eff , where r is the distance between two point within a parallel layer and a eff ≈ 1.6d AA is the effective size of an elementary shear event (shear transformation zone). z w − z gives the distance from the wall. For clarity, part of the data is shifted upwards via multiplication by a factor of 4 (note the log-log scale). The analytic solution for the strain around an inclusion in an unbounded system [46] confirms the validity of CM calculations away from the wall. As a further validation of CM calculations, MD results for the case of inclusion are also shown (filled symbols). The most striking result here is, however, the agreement between the behavior of the non-affine strain correlations and the Eshelby-type strain field caused by an inclusion.
Summary and conclusion. -In this letter, we study, via molecular dynamics simulations, wall effects on the spatial correlations of non-affine strain under steady shear. Normalized spatial correlations of non-affine strain decay more slowly in the vicinity of a hard wall as compared to the bulk. In contrast to this, the amplitude of correlations, the square of the local non-affine strain, is strongly suppressed by the wall. The slower decay of correlations is interpreted as indicative of an enhancement of the elastic propagator in the proximity of a hard wall. This interpretation is born out with continuum mechanics calculations of the strain field around a pre-sheared spherical inclusion and validated further by molecular dynamics simulations of the same problem. The decrease of non-affine strain amplitude, on the other hand, reflects the single particle dynamics in a small region (the nearest neighbor cage) which tightens in the proximity of a hard wall with a particle scale roughness.
While the enhancement of correlations favors stronger strain fluctuations, the suppression of the correlation amplitude acts against it. The overall effect of a rough wall in an amorphous solid will thus result from a competition of these opposing (0, z) , and the layer-resolved diffusion coefficient, D(z). Both D(z) and C εxz (0, z) decay when approaching the wall (z → z w ). The effect of wall on diffusion coefficient, however, seem to be significant at larger distances. (b) Layer-resolved mean squared displacement along a direction parallel to the wall (MSD ) versus time, δt. The smallest recorded time is δt = 100. This corresponds to a globally imposed strain interval of 1% (shear rate,γ = 10 −4 ), within which all reported non-affine strain correlations and the strainamplitude are evaluated.
trends. This has an important implication for a mesoscopic modeling of deformation in amorphous solids in the presence of hard boundaries [12, 27] as it states that accounting for wall effects on the elastic propagator alone is not sufficient. Rather, this information must be combined with a description of the spatial dependence of the strain amplitude from the distance to the wall. Since the strain amplitude reflects the particle dynamics on intermediate times, it will in general depend on the details of the wall-glass interactions. A thorough study of this issue would be an interesting topic for a future work.
